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`As though'in】 Danielle Steel

Motofumi KAI

O。  On January llth。  1997,I was in a bookstore in the Honolulu lntemational Air―

port at Honolulu,Hawaii,in the United States of America, looking for something

to read on a plane which was to lcave for Japan in an hour. I found a book enti―

tled FJソ ι dのs J4 Pα rJs.The title, cspecially “Pa五 s", prompted mte to buy the

book, becausc l teach in the DepartFnent Of French Literature. This was my first

encounter with Danielle Steel.Her name was not,to tell the tmth, fallliliar to me

at that tilne. It was only after conling back to Japan that l discovered that she is

one of the best― selling female writers in the United States, and that some of her

books had already been translated into Japanese and are being ettOyed by many

Japanese readers. In reading some of her books, I found something very interest―

ing and int]nguing: the frequency of occurence of the expresslon `as though。 ' I

had never read a book where so many tokens of`as though' can be found and this

made me want to undertake this study.

The expression `as though', like `as if', can be translated into Japanese by

`MarLlde/Atakamo.¨ de a」 ukano yOni.' As will be explained in the next chapter, `as

if' tends to be used much more often than `as though', and so we can find many

works dealing with the fomer expression. On the other hand,it seems to be diffi―

cult to find many works which deal with the latter one in detail.Therefore,in this

article,we would like to focus our attention on `as though。 ' The ailn of this paper

is thus to show some of the syntactic properties of `as though' and to compare

them with those of`as if。 ' Our intention is, however, to go farther than thato We

consider this study to be one of the prelinlinary ones for our ultimate ailn: that is,
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the comparison of the expressions `as though' and `as if' with their counterpart in

French `conllne si' fronn the viewpoint of contrastive linguistics, not fronl that of

comparative linguistics.

1。  Is `as if'completely identical with `as though'?It is a little bit difficult to pro―

vide a definite answer to this questiono Numerous attempts to do so have already

been made by scholars. Some scholars say that there are no differences between

the two at all,while others say that there are. Let us pause here to look bHefly at

what some of these scholars think regarding this question.

Jespersen(1940,1970:385)is of the view that they are almost the same,saying

that`И∫√and αS ttθ
“
gん express the same idea[… ]There is no appreciable dif―

ference between the two forrns,though α∫√ is perhaps more frequent in co1lo―

quial speech than αs′力θ
“
gた 。"Poutsma(1926: 731)is of the same opinion as Jes―

persen,stating that“ The cottunctiVe wOrd―group as r and αs″んθ
“
gtt are used in―

discriininately, but the latter is less fanliliar than the former." They are of the

opinion that there is no practical difference between `as if' and `as though' but the

fomer is more frequently used than the latter. They are thus among the scholars

who recognize no differences between the two expressions. On the other hand, as

lnoue(1993: 63)showS, there are some scholars such as Partridge, Opdycke and

Whiteford/James who take the position that thesc expressions are different. Par―

t五 dge(1947: 22-23)says, fOr example, that“ In short, α∫′たθ
“
gtt connotes coΠ l―

parison,whereas α∫√ stresses possibility or potentiality ― or their opposite, im―

possibility."And lnouc(1993: 63)adds that“ [¨ .]haVe in conllnon with their re―

marks in that αs iF implies possibility,probability or potentiality,while αs″力θ
“
g乃

emphasizes compa五 son or concession." However, as is shown in lnouc, Hirota

(1974: 151-152)and Koura(1988: 39-40),in allnOst all the dictionanes they re―

fered to, `as if' was allnost always regarded as the same lexical item as `as
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though' and no clear distinctions were drawn between thenl, which supports the

views presented by Jespersen and Poutsma. In this study, therefore, we consider

`as though'to be identical with`as if',at least frorrl the semantic viewpoint.

2. As we mentioned in the last chapter,in this study we consider `as though' to

be semantically identical with `as if。 ' What is interesting to investigate is whether

there are some clear differences in their syntactic behavior. In this chapter, we

would like to concentrate our attention on the syntactic aspects of their usage.

2。 1. Here,to begin with,we would like to exanline the frequency of occurence

of `as if' and of `as though。 ' Jespersen (1942: 385)stateS, as has already been

cited in the preceding chapter, that“ [¨ .]α S √ iS perhaps more frequent in collo―

quial speech than αs′λθ
“
gん "and Poutsma(1926:731)alsO Says that``[¨ .]the lat―

ter(=as thOugh)iS less familiar than the former(=as iO。 ''BOth Of them agree

that `as if' is used more frequently than `as though.' Some useful data collected

by some Japanese scholars are available to us to support their views. You will

find a table sunllna五 zing their data belowi There is one thing to note regarding

this table:the way they caried out their research differs a little bit;for instance,

both lnouc(1993: 64-65)and HirOta(1974: 152)take intO consideration whether

the tokens of`as if' and `as though' appear in conversation or in a w五 tten style,

while Koura(1988: 38)does nOt take that kind of distinction into account. Their

data will not be displayed in detail here partly because of this difference and

partly because of the problem of space. Thus, we will confine ourselves to using

their data to make a table which simply indicates the number of`as if' tokens and

that of`as though' tokens in their studies,neglecting the difference of style of the

context in which they are found.
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Table l

Name of scholar Number of tokens Total

Inoue

Hirota

Koura

as if

421

209

546

as though

83

102

114

504

311

660

Total 1176 299 1475

Arnong these scholars, Hirota hesitates to say that `as if' is used more often

than `as though', taking into account the fact that one of the authors whose work

he takes up in his study uses `as though' alinost as frequently as `as if。 ' IBut on

the basis of the statistics given in the table above, it seems valid to say that, in

general, `as if' is used much more often than `as though.'

Now,we would like to show what we have got after exarrlining several books

wHtten by lDanielle Steel.First,let us look at the works we deal with here.

Table 2

Title Ycar of publication Number of pages

A:KaJ`Jグθsεθρ
`

B:rゞθ Gr`α たr Lθ ソ
`

C:ノИ放
`グ

BJ`ssj′ g

D:罰わ
`Gψ

E:Acθ jご

`′

2′

F:Fjソ
`Davs J“

ParJs

1987

1991

1992

1994

1994

1995

419

384

416

275

439

291

Tota1 2,224

As can be seen fronl this table,we exanlined six of her books, or a total of 2,224

pages. The next table indicates the number of `as if' tokens and `as though'

tokens found in these works.It shows that in 2,224 pages,we found 10 tokens of

`as if' and 567 tokens of`as though。 ' If you compare the data shown above with

those presented by the three Japanese scholars discussed, it is easy and also sur―
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Book
(abbreviations indicated

above)

Number of tokens
Total

as if as though

Ａ

Ｂ

Ｃ

Ｄ

Ｅ

Ｆ

1

2

1

4

1

1

196

105

94

60

72

40

197

107

95

64

73

41

Total 10 567 577

prising to note that we found nearly fifty tilnes more `as though9 tokens than `as

if' tokens. Since the number of works we refer to here is not very large,consider―

ing the fact that she has already published more than forty books, it is a little bit

dangerous to assert, based on the date given in the table above, that she always

uses `as though' instead of`as if。 ' But as far as the data shown above are con―

cerned, and compared with the general trend indicated by the data collected by

other scholars,we may be justified in saying that she is much more likely to use

`as though' than `as if。 ' It would be reasonable to attribute this phenomenon to

her preference in style. Jespersen (1940: 385)says ``SOme recent writers use α∫

″んθ夕gtt either exclus市 ely or much oftener than αs√ [… ];Others prefer αs√。''

This tendency to use `as though' far more often than `as if' is one of the charac―

teristics of Danielle Steel's style.

2。 2。 2。  In addition to the construction `as though'I clause, `as though' can be

followed by various kinds of elliptical stmctures.R.Quirk et al(1985: 1110)

states that ``The subordinators αs, α∫ √, and αs ′んθ
“
gん introduce nonfinite and

verbless clauses[¨ .]"and that`:As√ and αS′力θ
“
gtt may also introduce′ θ―JグんJ′ι

clauses[¨ .]"。 What they call `nonfinite and verbless clauses' are generally thought

of as cases of ellipsis.Ho W.Fowler&Fo G.Fowler(1931,1958:165)say that
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when a clause begins with α∫√,it must bc rcmcmbcred that thcre is an cllipsis."

The same kind of comment can be found in Ro B.Long&Do Ro Long(1971:

148).They Say that “A noteworthy variety of eHipsis occurs in subordinate―

interrogative sentences begun by αs√ α′グα∫′力θ夕g力 [… .]。 In COnstmction,what

wc have in sentences like these is subordinate― inteFOgative clauses begun and

marked by√ or by a r力θ夕g力 which means√ ,contained within larger elliptical

subordinate― inteFOgative clauses begun and marked by α∫。 Judging fronl the de―

scription here, we can say that they regard `as though' as identical with `as if.' In

order to make clear what types of phrases fonow `as though',we list some exanl―

ples obtained from our corpus,construction by constrtlction。

2。 2。 2。 1。  `as though'十
‐
to― infinitive

l)And as though to prove what he thought,just as he approached,she

stepped gracefuHy out of the pool, and with one swift gesture, wrapped

herself in a towel,and when he looked up again,she was gone.

(F。 ,p.58)

2)``Now",she Smiled at her two daughters as though to forget what they

had just been,“ where are we going for lunch?"        (E.,p.300)

2。 2。 2。 2。  `as though'I present participle

3)She lay there for a long time,unable to sleep,and wishing him awake,

and finaHy he opened his eyes and looked at her, as though sensing her

anxiousness.                                         (lD。 ,p.247)

4)“ I'In t00 01d to think about it now,"Pilar said fimly,as though trying to

convincc hin■ self.                           (C。 ,p.82)

2。 2。 2。 3. `as though'I past participle

5)He loOked at Arthur for merest instant and then quickened his pace,as
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though teΠ rified to lose the girle

6)He laughed,as though amused by hiln.

2。 2。 2。 4。  `as though'I prepOsitional phrase

7)She stared at Margaret as though in great pain.

8)MalCOm tOok a step toward her again,and then

rick as though for the first tilne.

51

(A。 ,p.21)

(B。 ,p.310)

(A.,p.295)

suddenly looked at Pat―

(B。 ,p.363)

2。 2.2。 5。 `as though'十 attect市 C(attectiVal phrasc)

9)``Mama?"he asked,as though surc that thcre was some reasonable expla―

nation.                                  (B。 ,p.129)

10)But Hilary sat in the living roolm as though nuΠ lb.       (A.,p.120)

Here is a table showing the

constluctlons.

frequency of occurence of thesc kinds of elliptical

Table 4

BOOKS  TO― V V一 ing V一ed A両 . Prcp. Total

Ａ

Ｂ

Ｃ

Ｄ

Ｅ

Ｆ

3

2

2

1

2

1

20

1

6

1

0

0

3        30

5      10
0        8

0        2

0        2

0        2

Tota1     11

Table 3 indicates that a total of 567 instances of`as though' were found in the six

books,but the table above only accounts for 54 of these. It means that the other

instances of`as though' are all followed by complete clauses.Fronn what has been

shown above, although the number of occurrence is a little bit small,it should be

concluded that `as though' is followed by exactly the same constluctions as those

which follow`as if。 '
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3。  In this article, we have surveyed some linguistic aspects of the expression “as

though。 "Fronn what wc have exanlined in the preceding chapters, we may go on

to the foHowing conclusions。

In the first place,u′e may rlote the foHowing conceming the frequency of occur―

rence of``as i「 ' and``as though." As the data, gathered by several scholars, have

shown, generaHy speaking, “as i「 ' is used much more often than ``as though." In

DanicHe Steel's works, however, the author uses “as though" alinost exclusively,

and rarely“ as i「 ',which is just the opposite of the general tendency.This is one

of thё characteristics of her style.The results support the conllnent made by Jes―

persen(1940: 385)that“ SOme recent writers use α∫′力θ
“
gtt either exclusively or

much oftener than α∫√。(Di Trollope,Hugh Walpole,Mrs.Humphrey Ward,Bca―

trice Haraden,Anthony Hope);other prefer α∫√。''ThiS iS the irst point to note.

In the second place, regarding the syntactic aspects of``as though", we have

seen what types of phrases or constrllctions may foHow it. As is often mentioned,

“as though"can be followed by a complete clause just as in the cast of“ as if."

“As though"can also be foHowed by certain eHiptical constructions.It has become

clear from our data that the kinds of eHipsis which foHow``as though"are exactly

the same as those which follow ``as if。 ''Our results serve to illustrate the prevail―

ing idea that both “as i「 ' and “as though" can be used without there being any

practical difference. However, the question of what kinds of constrllctions are

most or least frequently used is still to be exanlined.

In the third place, ``as though" occurs very often with verbs such as “be",

“look", “feel" and less frequently with “seenl" and “sound." This phenomenon

agress with the explanation in Quirk et al(1985: 1175),althOugh they say that“ as

though"is used with thenl more rarely than``as if."

Finally,among the problems we have not dealt with here is the mood,tense and

fom of the verbe that appears in the clause following “as i「 ' and “as though",

which we would like to exanline on another occasion。
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